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A B S T R A C T   

Ethereum’s public distributed ledger can issue tokenised voting rights that are tradable on crypto-asset ex-
changes by potentially anyone. Ethereum thus enables global, unincorporated associations to conduct gover-
nance experiments. Such experiments are crucial to Decentralised Finance (DeFi). DeFi is a nascent field of 
unlicensed, unregulated, and non-custodial financial services that utilise public distributed ledgers and crypto- 
assets rather than corporate structures and sovereign currencies. The inaugural Bloomberg Galaxy DeFi Index, 
launched in August 2021, included nine Ethereum-based projects – non-custodial exchanges as well as lending 
and derivatives platforms. Each project is governed, at least in part, by unregistered holders of tokenised voting 
rights (also known as governance tokens). Token-holders typically vote for or against coders’ improvement pro-
posals that pertain to anything from the allocation of treasury funds to a collateral’s risk parameters. DeFi’s 
governance thus depends on the distribution and exercise of tokenised voting rights. Since archetypal DeFi 
projects are not managed by companies or public institutions, not much is known about DeFi’s governance. 
Regulators and law-makers from the United States recently asked if DeFi’s governance entails a new class of 
“shadowy” elites. In response, we conducted an exploratory multiple-case study that focused on the tokenised 
voting rights issued by the nine projects from Bloomberg’s inaugural Galaxy DeFi index. Our mixed methods 
approach drew on Ethereum-based data about the distribution, trading, staking, and delegation of voting rights 
tokens, as well as project documentation and archival records. We discovered that DeFi projects’ voting rights are 
highly concentrated, and the exercise of these rights is very low. Our theoretical contribution is a philosophical 
intervention: minority rule, not “democracy”, is the probable outcome of token-tradable voting rights and a lack 
of applicable anti-concentration laws. We interpret DeFi’s minority rule as timocratic.   

1. Introduction 

If the global financial system’s governing elites are responsible for 
the crisis of 2007–2008, what we need is a new form of community- 
based governance – an alternative to both public institutions and pri-
vate companies. This is a claim espoused by proponents of blockchain 
and Decentralised Finance (DeFi) [1–3]. DeFi projects are typically 
governed by coders together with unregistered holders of tokenised 
voting rights (also known as governance tokens) [4]. Coders issue a 
diverse array of improvement proposals that are subjected to voting 
rounds. Votes are cast by the token-holders. DeFi’s tokenised voting 
rights can be bought and sold in a peer-to-peer manner or via 

crypto-asset exchanges. Anyone on Earth can henceforth purchase a 
right to vote, at a price determined by the global market. The mantra is 
not one person, one vote; individuals are free to purchase multiple voting 
rights and accumulate power over time, without needing to register their 
legal identity information. 

Unlike shareholders’ voting rights, issued by registered companies, 
DeFi’s tokenised voting rights are typically issued by global entities that 
are unincorporated and non-liable [5,6]. Blockchain developers refer to 
these ambiguous global entities as Decentralised Autonomous Organi-
sations (DAOs). DeFi’s tokenised voting rights, issued by DAOs, are 
supposed to offer a more democratic and inclusive alternative to 
corporate governance [7–9]. According to Pandian et al. [9]; 
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“governance tokens ensure DeFi’s democratic and decentralised gover-
nance”; but early empirical research reveals highly concentrated voting 
rights and an absence of applicable anti-concentration laws [10,11]. 
This tension between “democracy” and concentrated governance power 
piqued our curiosity. 

The nascent field of DeFi mostly consists of unlicensed, unregulated, 
and non-custodial financial services that exist thanks to public distrib-
uted ledgers like the Ethereum Mainnet [6,12–15]. In January 2021, a 
non-custodial crypto-asset exchange named Uniswap became the first 
DeFi project to reach a total trading volume of USD $100 billion. In 
response to interest from investors and financial analysts, Bloomberg 
launched the Galaxy DeFi Index in August 2021. The DeFi projects from 
Bloomberg’s index are not governed by private companies or public 
institutions. Each project is Ethereum-based, and each project is gov-
erned (at least in part) by a DAO. 

In other words, the DeFi projects from Bloomberg’s index involve 
unregistered token-holders’ voting rights, not registered shareholders’ 
voting rights. Unlike shares, voting rights tokens are not legal contracts, 
and they do not entitle holders to a share of a registered company’s 
profits [6]. A community of voting rights token-holders – a DAO [16] – is 
not typically positioned as a juridical person [5]. The distinctions are 
clear. 

In the context of DeFi’s governance, decentralised specifically denotes 
independence from regulators, registered companies, and investor 
registration processes [6,10,13]. Hence the Democratic Senator Eliz-
abeth Warren [17] referred to DeFi as “the Wild West of our financial 
system”. The Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the Chair of the United 
States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and Professor Ken-
neth Rogoff from Harvard University issued similar remarks [18–21]. 
According to Warren, DeFi replaces an old form of centralised control – 
the traditional financial system – with a new form of centralised control 
that is shadowy and unregistered [22]. She therefore associates DeFi not 
with a uniform, democratic distribution of power and resources but 
rather with “new concentration risks” [23; p. 3]. The Republican House 
Majority Whip, Tom Emmer [24], advanced an opposing view. Ac-
cording to him, de-centralised finance “shifts economic power from 
centralised institutions back into the hands of the people”. The tension is 
obvious: DeFi is oligarchic according to Warren, and it is democratic 
according to Emmer. 

Early socio-technical studies about DeFi’s governance support War-
ren’s assertion [10,11,14,25]. The new concentration risks and oligar-
chic governance structures are broadly labelled “Fake-DeFi” [26] and 
“the illusion of decentralisation” [27]. Barbereau et al. [10] studied the 
tokenised voting rights issued by five Ethereum-based DeFi projects: 
Uniswap, Maker, SushiSwap, Yearn Finance, and UMA. The authors 
discovered that, for all five cases, the distributions of tokenised voting 
rights are highly concentrated. Their study did not, however, examine 
the actual exercise of voting rights. In response to this notable gap and 
DeFi’s contested democratic/oligarchic governance, we formulated three 
research questions.  

1. How distributed (or, rather, concentrated) are DeFi’s tokenised 
voting rights?  

2. What portion of DeFi’s token-holders actually exercise their voting 
rights?  

3. What are the entitlements and the initial distribution strategies that 
pertain to DeFi’s voting rights tokens? 

DeFi’s token-holder governance is a novel topic that cannot be sub-
sumed under the well-known categories of corporate governance or 
State governance. It also cannot be subsumed under the blockchain re-
searchers’ esoteric category of off-chain governance [28–31] – specif-
ically, the governance of an entire distributed ledger by parties such as 
the Bitcoin Core Developers and the Ethereum Foundation. 

Motivated by the topic’s novelty as well as the tension between 
“democracy” and concentrated power, we conducted an exploratory, 

longitudinal, multiple-case study [32–34]. The nine cases we selected 
are all Ethereum-based, non-custodial DeFi projects that include toke-
nised voting rights: Uniswap, Aave, Maker, Compound, SushiSwap, 
Synthetix, Yearn Finance, 0x, and UMA. As noted, these cases are all 
included in Bloomberg’s inaugural Galaxy DeFi Index. 

We quantitatively examined the “physical” artefact [34], namely the 
Ethereum Mainnet’s ledger, which records all transactions that deter-
mine the possession and delegation of tokenised voting rights. We 
employed statistical methods to determine for each case: (a) the level of 
decentrality (uniformity) achieved by the token distribution strategy 
over time, and (b) how often voting rights are exercised over time. We 
also sourced qualitative data – project documentation, white-papers, 
and grey literature – to derive knowledge about voting rights tokens’ 
entitlements and distribution strategies. 

The article is primarily addressed to the critical sub-field of Infor-
mation Systems research, which focuses on power relations instead of 
common theories about technology acceptance or transaction costs 
[35–37]. Hence the study’s main subject is voting power, and its cases are 
all hosted on an information system (Ethereum). The article is also 
addressed to critical, interdisciplinary researchers that study 
socio-technical topics [4,38,39]. Our theoretical discussion is a philo-
sophical intervention [40,41]: in response to platitudes about DeFi’s 
“democratic” governance, we depict it instead as timocratic [42]. This is 
because the DeFi cases we examined each exhibit minority rule (spe-
cifically, concentrated voting rights and low participation rates in voting 
rounds), “shadowy” unregistered entities, and large crypto-asset trea-
suries. The theoretical contribution is novel for two additional reasons: 
(1) it does not entertain the false equivalence between corporate 
governance and DeFi’s DAO-based governance (see Ref. [43]), and (2) it 
does not opportunistically import theories from New Institutional Eco-
nomics, apply them to DAOs, and assume that technology principally 
causes or determines institutional structures (see Refs. [44–46]). Our 
treatment of DeFi’s governance as unorthodox and “novel” follows 
Vergne [47; p. 18]: he held that “theories premised on a manager- or 
shareholder-centric view are of limited usefulness” when it comes to 
understanding governance by DAOs. 

2. Background 

The governance of Decentralised Finance (DeFi), as the name de-
notes, is tied to decentralisation – a topic that is irreducibly political, 
legal, and technical [39,48]. Decentralisation is an equivocal, polyse-
mous, and often confusing word that is frequently used by crypto-asset 
developers and researchers [49,50]. The word variably denotes 
socio-political ideals [28], the elusion of centralised authorities and 
detachment from legal legitimacy [5,38,44], and the technical features 
of distributed computing systems [51]. DeFi’s governance by DAOs is 
linked to each of these points; therefore a nuanced understanding of 
decentralisation is required. 

Bitcoin’s blockchain network is an exemplar of decentralisation [52]. 
So, too, is the Ethereum Mainnet [2] – the predominant host of DeFi 
projects. Bitcoin’s native crypto-currency, BTC, is the fastest asset in 
history to reach a $1 trillion market capitalisation [53]. It achieved this 
feat with no legal entity attached to it as a manager or majority owner. 
Bitcoin transactions are not registered on central servers; the Bitcoin 
network is instead distributed across a global computing grid that con-
sists of voluntary participants [54]. Because the Bitcoin network is not 
wholly grounded in any particular jurisdiction, it entails challenges for 
regulators [55,56]. The Bitcoin network is, in the legal parlance, an 
“unincorporated distributed ledger system” [6; p. 13]. The network can 
alternatively be described as a distributed financial market infrastruc-
ture (dFMI), since it can operate autonomously and it does not rely on 
conventional financial market infrastructures (FMIs) such as central 
banks, auditors, or intermediary payment systems [57]. 

Decentralisation is often treated as a synonym for distribution, but this 
is not always appropriate. There is no necessary link, for instance, 
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between socio-political ideals of decentralisation (qua democratisation 
or egalitarianism) and an actualised, uniform distribution of capital 
(BTC) and governance power within the Bitcoin network [58–60]. As 
Kostakis and Giotitsas [52; p. 437] put it, “in theory you have equipo-
tential individuals (that is, everyone can potentially participate in a 
project), but in practice what one gets is concentrated capital and cen-
tralised governance.” The 2015 block-size debate (and subsequent revi-
sion to the Bitcoin protocol) revealed the governance power that is 
concentrated among the Bitcoin Core Developers and the Lead Devel-
oper [28,60]. 

The Ethereum Mainnet, inspired by the Bitcoin network, launched in 
2015. Ethereum introduced a Turing-complete program execution layer 
– the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) – on top of a blockchain layer, 
together with a native crypto-currency (ETH). The EVM can execute 
persistent scripts – so-called smart contracts or computerised transaction 
protocols [61,62]. Developers can use smart contracts to create DAOs 
[63] or other types of decentralised governance protocols [64]. Hassan 
and De Filippi [16; p. 2] defined a DAO as “a blockchain-based system 
that enables people to coordinate and govern themselves, mediated by a 
set of self-executing rules deployed on a public blockchain, and whose 
governance is decentralised”. 

This new form of governance by DAOs received attention in 2020, 
thanks to DeFi projects like Compound, Sushiswap, and Uniswap [12,13, 
15]. In the legal parlance, DAO-based governance is non-liable, simply 
because a DAO is not a liable legal entity [6,13]. DeFi projects that are 
non-custodial and governed by non-liable DAOs are thus distinct from 
custodial crypto-asset exchanges and lending platforms that are owned 
by liable companies like Coinbase and Celsius [15]. DeFi projects gov-
erned by non-liable DAOs are virtually free from applicable law and 
regulation. Proponents note that this reduces compliance costs [65]; 
whereas legal scholars claim that DeFi projects can potentially “under-
mine traditional forms of accountability and erode the effectiveness of 
traditional financial regulation and enforcement” [6; p. 1]. 

Regulators and law-makers deploy similar, critical rhetoric about 
DeFi’s unorthodox governance [19,66,67]. Japan’s FinTech Innovation 
Hub [68], for example, labelled DeFi a threat to the ability of the 
Financial Services Agency (FSA) to enforce existing regulations. 
Commissioner Dan Berkovitz from the United States Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission (CFTC) warned that DeFi could become a massive, 
“unregulated shadow financial market” [69]. In spite of regulators’ and 
law-makers’ concerns, the market capitalisation of DeFi’s voting rights 
tokens (and consequently the tokens’ prices) increased dramatically 
from 2020 to early 2021 (Fig. 1). 

DeFi’s voting rights tokens allow holders to vote for or against a 
diverse array of improvement proposals. Improvement proposals pertain 
to a project’s rules, parameters, or features [4,70]. Ethereum-based 
voting rights tokens are typically ERC-20 format; so, like other ERC-20 
tokens, they can be traded on non-custodial exchanges like Uniswap 

and SushiSwap or on custodial exchanges like Coinbase and Binance. 
Some DeFi projects allow token-holders to delegate their voting power 
to other wallet addresses. The delegation of voting power can be 
reversed by the original token-holder at any point. 

DeFi’s token-holder governance is a compelling research topic, 
especially following the concerns expressed by regulators and law- 
makers about DeFi’s concentration risks and its new class of unregis-
tered, “shadowy” elites [22]. These concerns contradict common, 
pre-theoretical assumptions about decentralised governance as demo-
cratic, inclusive, or empowering [2,9,24]. 

DeFi’s token-holder governance is a novel topic as well. Klimon [71] 
reviewed governance options for organisational structures that histori-
cally preceded DAOs, such as unincorporated associations, trusts, trade 
associations, and other membership organisations. “Membership”, 
wrote Klimon [71; p. 8], “is essentially the right to vote for the governing 
body”. In contrast to DAOs, conventional membership organisations do 
not involve a global community of token-holders; but more importantly, 
they usually involve registered voting rights that are not purchased for 
speculative reasons. This reinforces the distinction made by regulators 
and law-makers: DeFi’s voting rights are unorthodox, because they are 
tradable and unregistered, and their distribution is not confined to any 
particular jurisdiction. 

Since our study focuses on DeFi’s tokenised voting rights, it is distinct 
from prior research that measured the concentration of wealth or the 
concentration of mining power in the Bitcoin and Ethereum networks 
(see Refs. [51,58,72,73]). The closest precedent text is a conference 
paper by Barbereau et al. [10].1 As noted, Barbereau et al. [10] studied 
five out of nine cases that Bloomberg eventually chose for their inau-
gural Galaxy DeFi Index: Uniswap, Maker, SushiSwap, Yearn Finance, 
and UMA. The authors used multiple statistical metrics to analyse the 
five cases’ distributions of tokenised voting rights; but they did not, we 
repeat, examine the exercise of voting rights over time. 

Our contribution is unique, since we studied all nine cases from 
Bloomberg’s inaugural Galaxy DeFi Index, and we examined both the 
concentration and exercise of tokenised voting rights. Following Bar-
bereau et al. [10], we chose a complementary array of statistical metrics 
(or, simply put, we did not exclusively rely on the Gini coefficient), a 
combination of qualitative and quantitative sources [74,75], and a 
longitudinal multiple-case study design [34]. 

3. Methods 

Since DeFi’s governance is a novel topic for critical, socio-technical 
research [6,12,13,76], we designed an exploratory multiple-case study 
[32,33,77]. To account for the distribution and exercise of tokenised 
voting rights over time, our multiple-case study is longitudinal [34]. Our 
total data set spans a period of 1,466 days. It draws on both quantitative 
and qualitative sources to comprehensively address our three research 
questions [74]. 

To reach a representative sample of our target site, we created a list 
of 25 tokens from the field of DeFi, sorted by market capitalisation. From 
this list, we selected cases that satisfy three conditions: (1) the token is 
issued exclusively in Ethereum’s ERC-20 format, (2) the token attributes 
voting rights (or, more specifically, the token denominates voting units), 
and (3) the project that issued the token is governed by a DAO (at least in 
part). The first criterion excludes voting rights tokens that are issued on 
blockchains other than Ethereum, namely Terra Luna, BNB Chain, and 
THORChain. These blockchains are not as widely adopted as Ethereum, 
so we excluded them. The second criterion excludes crypto-assets like 
tokenised collateral and stable-coins; hence it allows us to focus on 
tokenised voting rights. The third criterion excludes only Nexus Mutual. 
Nexus Mutual is primarily governed by a registered company, and its 

Fig. 1. Prices of voting rights tokens, together with BTC and ETH (data 
retrieved from CoinGecko on 13 August 2021). 

1 The secondary precedent texts are pre-prints by Sun and Stasinakis [11], 
Jensen et al. [25], and Nadler and Schär [14]. 
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tokenised voting rights uphold the principle of one person, one vote. 
Nexus Mutual’s token-holders are required to register and complete a 
Know Your Customer (KYC) check. We excluded Nexus Mutual because 
of its proximity to conventional, corporate governance and its registered 
voting rights. 

Table 1 presents the case selection. Nine cases qualified (highlighted 
in grey): Uniswap, Aave (formerly named ETHLend), Maker, Compound, 
SushiSwap, Synthetix (formerly named Havven), Yearn Finance, 0x, and 
UMA. Incidentally, the inaugural version of Bloomberg’s Galaxy DeFi 
Index consists of these same nine cases.2 

3.1. Data collection 

There are six typical evidence sources for case studies: interviews, 
documentation, direct observations, participant observations, archival 
records, and “physical” artefacts [34]. We collected data from three 
typical sources: documentation, archival records, and a “physical” 
artefact. This allowed us to triangulate findings [75]. 

Documentation provides knowledge about the particular entitle-
ments of each case’s voting rights tokens and each case’s token distri-
bution strategy. This knowledge is required to address our third research 
question. Documentation also provides details about each case’s 
improvement proposals [4]. We retrieved documentation from the 
cases’ websites and file repositories (GitBook). Some of our cases have 
changed and developed significantly since their date of inception; hence 
we also considered archival records. Archival records allowed us to 
gauge the differences between project versions. 

We retrieved documentation and archival records via a structured, 
two-stage process. First, in a scouting phase, we mapped out the avail-
able data sources for various, open-source DeFi projects: blogs, forums, 
developer repositories (GitHub), and Wikis. We evaluated these sources 
based on the number of available documents, descriptive richness, and 
technical depth. In the second stage, we selected the qualitative data 
sources that describe the project’s governance. 

Our third source of evidence is a “physical” artefact that is common 
to all nine cases: Ethereum’s public ledger. Previous studies treated 
public ledgers as “physical” artefacts: for example, research dedicated to 
blockchains’ throughput, fees, and transaction volumes [78–80], Bitcoin 
miners [81], and the performance of Uniswap’s Automated Market 
Maker (AMM) protocol [82]. Additional examples include: studies about 
the feasibility of de-anonymisation [83,84], transaction front-running 
[85,86], and blockchain performance or improvement opportunities 
[87,88]. 

Ethereum’s public ledger records a variety of transactions that 
pertain to each case’s voting rights tokens, from their creation and initial 
distribution to buying, selling, and staking. Ethereum’s public ledger is 
thus an eligible and crucial data source for our multiple-case study [34]. 
We used Dune’s analytics platform and Structured Query Language to 
extract data from Ethereum’s public ledger. Table 2 presents the quan-
titative data collection. 

3.2. Data preparation 

Following the data extraction process, we used Etherscan to identify 
relevant token-holders’ wallet addresses and to prepare our quantitative 
data sets. The quantitative data sets help us answer our first two research 
questions, since they account for: (1) the distribution of voting rights 
over time, and (2) the exercise of voting rights over time (Fig. 2). 

Gochhayat et al. [51] refer to statistical analyses of token distribu-
tions as assessments of decentrality. We retrieved all the Ethereum wallet 

addresses that hold relevant, tokenised voting units at 24-hour intervals. 
For the cases that allow wallet addresses to deposit tokens in smart 
contracts (e.g., SushiSwap’s MasterChef staking contract) but retain 
their voting power, we traced these tokens back to the original holders’ 
addresses. 

We discovered that wallets controlled by custodial crypto-asset ex-
changes and lending platforms like Binance and Celsius hold a signifi-
cant portion of our nine cases’ voting rights tokens. These parties did not 
exercise any of their voting rights during our analysis period; but it is 
worth noting that, on 19 October 2022, Binance accidently delegated a 
substantial number of Uniswap voting rights [89]. The accident 
demonstrated that Binance at least has the technical capacity to delegate 
voting power, if not the political or professional will to do so. For the 
sake of a comparison, we created a second data set that excludes wallets 
controlled by custodial exchanges and lending platforms. This second 
data set accounts for a hypothetical scenario in which companies like 
Binance and Celsius preserve the current trend and choose to not exer-
cise or delegate their voting rights. We excluded the following addresses 
from both data sets. 

1. We excluded automata’s smart contract addresses. Although auto-
mata’s smart contract addresses can hold voting rights tokens and 
potentially participate in governance processes [90], we did not 
observe this in our nine cases. Hence we do not consider the auto-
mata’s smart contract addresses relevant to our study.  

2. We excluded wallet addresses that hold tokenised voting units (or 
portions of voting units) valued at less than $1. These wallet ad-
dresses very rarely participate in governance processes. This is not 
surprising, given the fact that the transaction fees required to exer-
cise votes are frequently greater than $10.  

3. We excluded addresses like 0x000…0000. These addresses are used 
to burn tokens, which renders tokens inaccessible and unable to 
attribute voting rights. We identified these addresses using the public 
labels from Etherscan. 

We created a sum of the voting units held by all these excluded ad-
dresses, then we subtracted this sum from the overall token supply. For 
the first data set, we also bundled together addresses that have the same 
well-known controller (e.g., a custodial crypto-asset exchange or 
lending platform). The first data set yields the upper boundary for each 
case’s decentrality. (Appendix B provides a mathematical proof of this 
argument.) It assumes that addresses not controlled by known entities 
(like crypto-asset exchanges) are controlled by unique individuals. (This 
assumption may not be correct, of course, because unregistered in-
dividuals can control more than one wallet address.) 

Our second research question requires us to examine the exercise of 
voting rights over time. We considered on-chain voting activity as well 
as activity that occurs via off-chain voting mechanisms like Snapshot. 
We excluded activity that pertains to minor improvement proposals, 
such as proposals that do not have binding effects. To examine the 
voting activity provoked by major improvement proposals, we retrieved 
every wallet address that cast at least one vote. We excluded wallet 
addresses that only voted for or against anomalous improvement pro-
posals that were cancelled in the middle of the designated voting period. 
Unsurprisingly, cancellations correspond to extremely low rates of 
exercised voting rights. We excluded this data, so that it would not 
distort our perception of the token-holders’ normal participation rates. 

To account for projects that permit the delegation of voting rights, 
we created a third data set to represent the delegates’ active participa-
tion plus a fourth data set to represent the delegators’ passive partici-
pation. For the third data set, the exercised voting power is treated as if it 
were held by the delegates’ addresses. For the fourth data set, the 
exercised voting power is treated as if it were held by the delegators’ 
addresses. The third data set also represents the active participation of 
token-holders from projects that do not permit the delegation of voting 
rights. 

2 We almost included Bancor’s BNT token and SushiSwap’s xSUSHI token in 
our case selection; but strictly speaking, these tokens do not denominate voting 
units. The respective voting units are denominated by two different tokens: 
vBNT and SUSHI. 
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To reiterate, we created four data sets. The first and second data sets 
represent wallet addresses that hold voting rights tokens; the third and 
fourth data sets represent wallet addresses that exercise voting rights. 
We retrieved a total of 1,527,643 distinct addresses. 

3.3. Data analysis 

Data about voting rights tokens are irreducibly social and technical, 
electoral and financial; hence we used a mixed methods approach to 
analyse our three sources [74,77]. For the documentation and archival 
records, we used qualitative analysis techniques; and for the “physical” 
artefact, we used multiple statistical measures to assess decentrality and 
governance participation. We coded the project documentation and 
archival records by following the two-stage process proposed by Miles 
et al. [91]. During the initial stage, we considered each case’s docu-
mentation separately and assigned codes using the software MAXQDA 
[92]. As a group of researchers, we regularly reviewed the emerging 
concepts and ensured consistency in the coding system [93]. During the 
second stage, we clustered codes and assigned them to higher level 
themes that emerged contingently via data collection (inductive coding) 
or else pertained to an existing hypothesis (deductive coding). Since our 
study is not normative, we did not interpret the cases’ improvement 
proposals and judge whether or not they successfully uphold stake-
holders’ values. 

To analyse the “physical” artefact and examine decentrality for our 
first and second data sets, we selected statistical measures from two 
categories: (1) dimensionless dispersion measures, and (2) distance 
measures. We identified the possible candidates following a review of 
key texts [94–100]. These texts provide a list of multiple measures and 
their properties. 

We first eliminated the measures that do not apply to our first and 
second data sets. The coefficient of variation was excluded, for example, 
because our data sets have heavy outliers. From families of measures 
(namely, the Minkowski distance family and the f-divergence family), 
we selected just one measure per family. From groups or pairs of mea-
sures that exhibit strong correlation by design, we again selected just 
one measure. Since, for example, the normalised Euclidean distance 
(NED) measure and the cosine similarity measure are strongly corre-
lated, we selected just the NED. To determine the level of correlation by 
design, we calculated the measures using pseudo-random data sets and 

Table 1 
Case selection overview (market data derived from CoinGecko on 9 August 2021).  

# Name Token Token price Token market cap. DAO-governed Token format Denominates voting units 

1 Uniswap UNI $28.42 $14,573,644,345 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
2 Chainlink LINK $24.27 $10,660,779,664 No ERC-20 No 
3 Terra LUNA $13.96 $5,730,458,699 Yes Native Yes 
4 Dai DAI $1.00 $5,532,087,205 Yes ERC-20 No 
5 Compound USD Coin cUSDC $0.022 $5,137,739,177 Yes ERC-20 No 
6 Aave AAVE $374.75 $4,817,712,614 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
7 Compound Ether cETH $63.38 $4,659,745,677 Yes ERC-20 No 
8 Compound Dai cDAI $0.022 $4,456,149,064 Yes ERC-20 No 
9 PancakeSwap CAKE $18.37 $3,786,938,059 Yes BEP-20 Yes 
10 The Graph GRT $0.708 $3,163,453,402 No ERC-20 No 
11 Maker MKR $3357.32 $2,989,256,505 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
12 Amp AMP $0.061 $2,912,536,380 Yes ERC-20 No 
13 Compound COMP $468.40 $2,540,146,333 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
14 Lido Staked Ether stETH $3135.77 $2,317,693,291 Yes ERC-20 No 
15 THORChain RUNE $6.83 $1,889,788,372 Yes Native No 
16 SushiSwap SUSHI $9.82 $1,885,006,157 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
17 1inch 1INCH $2.77 $1,800,821,120 Yes BEP-20, ERC-20 Yes 
18 Synthetix SNX $10.16 $1,690,978,613 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
19 Yearn Finance YFI $33,865 $1,197,635,194 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
20 Bancor BNT $3.99 $937,888,541 Yes ERC-20 No 
21 xSUSHI xSUSHI $11.55 $820,466,370 Yes ERC-20 No 
22 Nexus Mutual NXM $120.30 $808,684,814 No ERC-20 Yes 
23 0x ZRX $0.954 $800,108,188 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
24 UMA UMA $11.49 $700,893,630 Yes ERC-20 Yes 
25 Perpetual Protocol PERP $15.94 $694,385,701 Yes BEP-20, ERC-20 Yes  

Table 2 
Overview of quantitative data collection.  

Case Extracted 
addresses 

Extraction 
period 

Addresses 
used in the 
analysis 

Addresses with 
(passive)g 
overnance 
participation 

Uniswap 527,258 2020-09-14 – 
2021-08-15 

486,421 1,113 (9,012) 

Aave 182,556 2020-10-02 – 
2021-08-15 

171,424 660 (724) 

Maker 144,599 2017-11-25 – 
2021-08-15 

135,369 – 

Compound 274,803 2020-03-04 – 
2021-08-15 

253,861 970 (6,519) 

SushiSwap 143,915 2020-08-28 – 
2021-08-15 

126,370 5,458 

Synthetix 164,003 2018-06-11 – 
2021-08-15 

161,426 391 

Yearn 
Finance 

96,227 2020-07-17 – 
2021-08-15 

86,752 7,566 

0x 385,257 2017-08-11 – 
2021-08-15 

359,067 – 

UMA 34,098 2020-01-09 – 
2021-08-15 

32,297 370  

Fig. 2. Four data sets prepared in accordance with two objectives.  
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the Pearson correlation coefficient [101]. We consider the measures to 
be strongly correlated when the absolute value of the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient is larger than 0.7. At the end of these selection processes, 
we had two dispersion measures and two distance measures. These four 
measures are described below. 

3.3.1. Gini coefficient (G) 
Originally developed to assess the income and wealth inequality of 

different countries, the Gini coefficient [102] has found applications in 
multiple areas from chemistry [103] and education [104] to blockchain 
networks [51,73]. The coefficient takes values in [0,1]. A higher value 
indicates higher inequality. This allows for efficient interpretation and 
comparison of the results. The Gini coefficient should not, however, be 
treated as a single source of truth about inequality, as it is not possible to 
reduce information generated by thousands or millions of data points to 
a single value without losing relevant information. For our cases, the 
Gini coefficient is a suitable estimator of the decentrality of voting rights 
tokens, because an electronic voting system in which few wallet ad-
dresses hold a large portion of the tokens will exhibit high inequality. 
The Gini coefficient’s results should not, however, be interpreted in 
isolation [105]. The Gini coefficient is given by 

G =

∑N

i=1

∑N

j=1
|pi − pj|

2N⋅
∑N

j=1
pj

, (1)  

where pi corresponds to the share of voting rights tokens held by address 
i and N is the total number of addresses. It is maximised through the 
Dirac distribution δi0 , i.e., pi0 = 1 for some i0 ∈ {1, …, N} and pi = 0 for 
all i ∕= i0, and minimised through the uniform distribution, i.e., pi =

1
N for 

all i. 

3.3.2. Normalised Shannon’s entropy (NSE) 
Shannon [106] initially designed the NSE to quantify lost informa-

tion in phone signals. More broadly, the NSE determines the unpre-
dictability of a distribution. The normalised version of the measure has 
an upper boundary, which allows for easier visualisation and interpre-
tation of the results. The NSE takes values in [0,1]. Higher values indi-
cate higher unpredictability. We assume that a globally distributed 
voting system can potentially exhibit high unpredictability, due to the 
fact that multiple individuals influence the voting outcomes. The dif-
ference between the Gini coefficient and the NSE is described in Ap-
pendix A. The NSE is given by 

NSE = −
∑N

i=1

pilog(pi)

log N
, (2)  

where 0 log(0) ≡ 0 by convention since lim
p→0

plog(p) = 0. It is 0 for δi0 and 

1 for the uniform distribution (i.e., the extremes are interchanged when 
compared to the Gini coefficient). 

3.3.3. Normalised Euclidean distance (NED) 
The NED is a commonly used distance measure. It compares two 

distributions and measures the shortest distance between them. The 
NED allows us to compare each case’s distribution of voting rights to-
kens against a hypothetical, uniform distribution in which every wallet 
address holds equal voting rights. If there is a small distance between a 
case’s distribution of voting rights tokens and the hypothetical, uniform 
distribution, we assume that this result would be interpreted by various 
parties as equitable, egalitarian, democratic, or decentralised. The NED 
is given by 

NED = 2− 1
2‖

p
‖p‖2

−
s

‖s‖2
‖2, (3)  

where p = (p1, p2, …, pN) and s = (s1, s2, …, sN) with si =
1
N for every i ∈

{1, …, N}. 

3.3.4. Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) 
The JSD belongs to the f-divergence family. It measures differences 

in data distributions [107]. We use the JSD, like the NED, to compare 
each case’s distribution of voting rights tokens against the hypothetical, 
uniform distribution. If there is a small divergence between a case’s 
distribution of voting rights tokens and the hypothetical, uniform dis-
tribution, we assume that this result would be interpreted as decen-
tralised. The JSD is given by 

JSD(P ‖ S) =
1
2
(D(P ‖M) + D(S ‖M)), (4)  

where D(P ‖M) :=
∑N

i=1
pi⋅log 2

(
pi
mi

)
and D(S ‖M) :=

∑N

i=1
si⋅log 2

(
si
mi

)
with 

mi :=
1
2 (pi + si). 

To analyse our third and fourth data sets and to assess the gover-
nance participation rates, we considered voting rounds for each case’s 
major improvement proposals. We calculated the number of wallet ad-
dresses that exercised voting rights during each round, then we 
compared this with the number of wallet addresses that held voting 
rights tokens at the beginning of each round. We thus compared the 
potential voting rights with the exercised voting rights over time for 
each case. 

4. Findings 

4.1. Documented entitlements of voting rights tokens 

The voting rights tokens from our study are case-specific. They have 
only three properties in common: the tokens are fungible and Ethereum- 
based (ERC-20), they grant holders the right to vote on community 
proposals, and they can be traded on both custodial and non-custodial 
crypto-asset exchanges. There are not many entitlements or powers 
pre-determined by developers. In a figurative sense, voting rights tokens 
grant the holder permission to enter the Senate Floor and cast votes on 
the measures of the day [10]. 

Table 3 provides a reduced summary of the token-holders’ entitle-
ments that are: (a) specified in the project documentation, and (b) 
common to at least two cases. The entitlements can change at any time, 
if each project’s community votes to implement changes to their token’s 
entitlements. The table does not, therefore, represent every possible or 
actual entitlement. 

Unsurprisingly, all the voting rights tokens entitle holders to cast 
votes about improvement proposals. Improvement proposals consist of 
executable code that can either be implemented or rejected, in accor-
dance with the voting results. For all cases except Synthetix, token- 
holders can directly cast votes. Synthetix’s SNX token-holders can only 
vote indirectly, that is, by nominating a representative from the Syn-
thetix Council. For some cases, the power to vote and/or select what 
proposals are put up for a vote can be delegated to Ethereum wallet 
addresses that hold either no voting rights tokens or else an insufficient 
number of tokens. Only four cases’ tokens offer a reward when they are 
staked: AAVE, SNX, SUSHI, and ZRX. The three lending platforms’ to-
kens – AAVE, MKR, and COMP – entitle holders to manage the collateral 
types and the associated risk parameters. 

There are two entitlements that happen to be unique; hence they are 
not mentioned in Table 3. UNI entitles token-holders to manage a 
community treasury, and UMA entitles token-holders to cast dispute res-
olution votes. Uniswap’s developers created the community treasury and 
allocated to it 43% of the total token supply (430 million UNI). The 
developers ceded control of the community treasury to UNI token- 
holders on 18 October 2020. As of this date, UNI token-holders could 
“vote to allocate UNI towards grants, strategic partnerships, governance 
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initiatives, […] and other programs”. The documentation’s language is 
purposefully unspecific, because it is not possible to predict what de-
cisions the community will make over time about the treasury funds. As 
for UMA token-holders, they can vote to resolve disputes using the Voter 
dApp. The work required to resolve disputes generates new UMA tokens 
(as payment for the work). The UMA token supply is thus inflationary. 
There are two grounds for disputes: incorrect crowd-sourced (off-chain) 
pricing information, and contracts liquidated for an improper reason. 
UMA token-holders can assess the disputes and verify the pricing data 
and liquidation data. UMA employs this system, named the Data Veri-
fication Mechanism, instead of an oracle’s data feed. 

4.2. Comparison between trading volume and delegation volume 

Four cases allow token-holders to delegate their voting rights: 0x, 
AAVE, Compound, and Uniswap. For these cases, we can compare the 
cumulative delegation volume with the cumulative trading volume. 
Fig. 3 illustrates that the number of traded tokens is much larger than the 
number of delegated tokens for each of the four cases. In short, these 
voting rights tokens are primarily traded; they are secondarily used for 
delegation purposes. 

4.3. Token supply policies and distribution strategies 

We collected data about two economic factors that are considered 
important by tokenomics researchers [70,108,109]: the quasi-monetary 
policy that determines the supply of tokens, and the distribution strategy 
or initial allocation of the tokens. 

Table 4 provides a high-level overview of our cases’ quasi-monetary 
policies. The emission type is usually inflationary, but in the cases of 
Aave and Maker, it is deflationary. Aave has a Buy-Back-and-Burn pol-
icy; Maker has a Burn-and-Mint policy. These policies are motivated by 
the assumed link between economic value and resource scarcity, hence 
they are expected to affect the value of AAVE and MKR tokens over time 
[70]. There is an important caveat about Maker: although the supply of 
MKR tokens is deflationary, Maker’s DAO once elected to mint and sell 
additional MKR tokens in order to cover debts [110]. This explains why 
the fully diluted supply of MKR tokens is larger than the initial supply of 
MKR tokens. 

Distribution strategies are important for our study of voting rights 
tokens, since they determine how many wallet addresses initially exer-
cise control over a project and how much voting power these wallet 
addresses possess. The initial allocations of tokens are case-specific 
(Fig. 4). After an initial allocation is made, the tokens can be traded 
bi-laterally and on crypto-asset exchanges. These token transactions, 
recorded on Ethereum’s public ledger, change the distributions of voting 
rights over time. 

The initial allocations of MKR tokens and AAVE tokens each warrant 
an aside. The initial allocation of MKR tokens is not included in our 
study. Maker’s founder, Rune Christensen, admitted that Maker’s gov-
erning bodies “don’t have the precise data” about the initial allocation of 
MKR tokens [111]. Maker’s founders hold an undisclosed number of 
MKR tokens, and participants in three private funding rounds from 2017 

to 2019 received an undisclosed number of MKR tokens. To account for 
the initial allocation of AAVE tokens, we had to briefly examine an early 
version of the Aave project from 2017 named ETHLend. ETHLend issued 
LEND tokens. LEND token-holders later received an opportunity to 
migrate from LEND tokens to Aave’s new AAVE tokens (at a ratio of 100 
LEND to 1 AAVE). The total supply of AAVE tokens is 16 million. 13 
million AAVE tokens could be redeemed by LEND holders. The 3 million 
remaining AAVE tokens were allocated to Aave’s treasury. We examined 
ETHLend’s initial allocation of LEND tokens; but other details about the 
LEND tokens are outside the scope of our study. 

Tokens are initially distributed to stakeholders from five distin-
guishable categories: the beachhead, team, early investors, treasury, and 
incentives. The beachhead is a small, influential community that pro-
motes the project and supports the technology’s adoption. The team 
receives remuneration or commissions for project development or 
related work. Early investors and venture capitalists receive tokens in 
response to their provision of project development funds. A project’s 
treasury can act as a fund, overhead, or reserve. Incentives, finally, are 
distributed to a project’s users, contributors, or prospective participants: 
Uniswap’s airdrop of UNI tokens, for example, rewarded the exchange’s 
traders and liquidity providers. 

Three cases allocated a considerable portion of their tokens to the 
beachhead, team, and early investors: UMA (63.5%), UNI (55%), and 
SNX (40%). In two other cases, the team and investors received 49.95% 
of COMP tokens and 35% of ZRX tokens. Yearn Finance and SushiSwap 
did not allocate tokens to these same categories. They each branded 
their distribution strategy a fair launch. Yearn Finance initially allocated 
100% of the YFI tokens to users and contributors. In the case of 
SushiSwap, the beachhead and early investors did not receive an initial 
allocation of SUSHI tokens. Prospective participants initially received 
90% of SUSHI tokens. The SushiSwap treasury received the remaining 
10%. At the time of this initial allocation, only developers could access 
the SushiSwap treasury. SushiSwap’s and Yearn Finance’s fair launch 
policies are thus not the same. 

4.4. Decentrality: distributions of voting rights 

According to our decentrality measurements, all cases’ distributions 
of voting rights tokens are highly concentrated. The most concentrated 
distributions are those of COMP, UMA, and UNI. All three distributions 
started with a high degree of concentration, then they became even 
more concentrated over a short period of time. For about a year after-
wards, the concentration levels remained relatively steady. Notably, 
throughout the entire period of our analysis, 50% of the active supply of 
UMA tokens was never held by more than five wallets. 

MKR and ZRX tokens are the oldest. Both launched in late 2017, 
which is years before the launch of our other cases’ tokens (aside from 
the aforementioned LEND tokens). The distributions of MKR and ZRX 
each began with a very low level of centrality that took some months to 

Table 3 
Documented entitlements of voting rights tokens.  

Case Token Cast votes Choose proposals Manage collateral Staking reward Delegation 

Uniswap UNI × × ×

Aave AAVE × × × × ×

Maker MKR × × × ×

Compound COMP × × × ×

SushiSwap SUSHI × × ×

Synthetix SNX × × ×

Yearn YFI × ×

0x ZRX × × ×

UMA UMA ×
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increase significantly.3 As of 15 August 2021, both the MKR and ZRX 
distributions are highly concentrated. 

AAVE is the newest token. Its distribution began with a relatively low 
level of centrality, but it rapidly reached high values that are compa-
rable with those of YFI and ZRX. For the active supply of AAVE, at any 
given point in time, no more than 53 addresses control more than 50%. 
Although this is not as concentrated as the distribution of UMA tokens, it 
is still highly concentrated. 

As noted, SUSHI and YFI tokens were distributed via fair launches. 
The fair launch policies did not noticeably affect the decentrality mea-
surements of either SUSHI or YFI. The SNX distribution exhibits the 
lowest level of centrality, and it did not involve a fair launch. As of 15 
August 2021, more than 4,400 addresses (approximately 5% of the total 
number of addresses holding SNX) are required in order to control more 
than 50% of the SNX voting rights. What distinguishes Synthetix from 
the other eight cases is its quadratic voting mechanism. Whereas other 

projects adopted a one-to-one connection between tokens and voting 
power, Synthetix’s quadratic voting mechanism calculates an address’s 
voting power as the square root of the number of tokenised voting rights 
that it holds. The quadratic voting mechanism is designed to limit the 
voting power of an address with a significant number of SNX tokens, 
such that an address that holds 10,000 SNX tokens, for example, would 
possess the power to cast only 100 votes. Furthermore, the voting 
power’s rate of reduction increases in relation to the number of SNX 
tokens that an address holds. There is, however, an important caveat: 
quadratic voting is not Sybil-resistant [112], which means that in-
dividuals can divide their SNX tokens across multiple wallet addresses 
and obtain greater voting power than they otherwise would have if they 
held all their SNX tokens in a single wallet address. 

Aside from SNX, the examined distributions of voting rights tokens 
all exhibit a very high level of centrality (Fig. 5), with fewer than 100 
addresses controlling more than 50% of the voting power. This is true 
even when we exclude the tokens held by custodial exchanges and 
lending services (Fig. 6). The initial token allocation appears to have a 

Fig. 3. Number of traded tokens against the number of delegated tokens.  

Table 4 
The nine cases’ quasi-monetary policies.  

Case Token Emission type Fully diluted supply Initial supply 

Uniswap UNI Inflationary 1,000,000,000 1,000,000,000 
Aave AAVE Deflationary 16,000,000 16,000,000 
Maker MKR Deflationary 1,005,577 1,000,000 
Compound COMP Inflationary 10,000,000 10,000,000 
SushiSwap SUSHI Inflationary 250,000,000 0 
Synthetix SNX Inflationary 212,424,133 100,000,000 
Yearn Finance YFI Inflationary 36,666 30,000 
0x ZRX Inflationary 1,000,000,000 1,000,000,000 
UMA UMA Inflationary 101,172,570 100,000,000  

Fig. 4. Initial token allocations (for each case except Maker).  

3 Under the NSE, the initial distribution of MKR tokens appears to be highly 
concentrated. This is, however, a metric artefact caused by the fact that, up 
until 13 December 2017, only 11 addresses held any MKR tokens, and just three 
of these addresses controlled more than 97% of the active supply. 
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short-term effect on a project’s decentrality. This means that, even if a 
case deploys a fair launch, the centrality level increases rapidly following 
the launch date, then later, the centrality seems to stabilise at a high 
level. Quadratic voting is seemingly the only factor from our cases that 
affects the decentrality measurements. 

Finally, we determined that the number of voting rights tokens held 
by custodial exchanges and lending platforms only has a negligible 
impact on most cases’ decentrality measurements (see Fig. 7). This is 
despite the fact that custodial exchanges and lending platforms hold a 
considerable number of tokens for each project. 

4.5. Participation: exercise of voting rights 

To assess the voting participation rates for each of our cases, we 
determined the proportion of wallet addresses that exercised voting 
rights in relation to the total number of wallet addresses that held 
eligible voting rights (see Section 3.2). For all our cases, the voting 
participation rates were very low. In the final months of the analysis 
period, only three cases witnessed more than 1% of the eligible wallet 
addresses engaged in voting rounds. Fig. 8 presents the voting partici-
pation rates. The active scenario accounts for voting rights that were 
exercised from non-delegators’ wallet addresses and delegates’ wallet 
addresses. For the sake of a comparison, the passive scenario accounts 
for voting rights that were exercised from non-delegators’ wallet ad-
dresses and delegates’ wallet addresses as well as voting rights that were 
delegated. In other words, the active scenario only accounts for votes 
that were actually cast, whereas the passive scenario also counts 
delegation-transactions as evidence of participation. 

According to our analysis, Yearn Finance’s governance participation 
rates are the highest. More than 60% of YFI token-holders voted for/ 
against the first improvement proposal. This can probably be attributed 
to the fact that, at the time, only a small number of wallet addresses held 

voting rights tokens that were earned from liquidity mining programs. 
This rate of participation did not last long. Shortly after crypto-asset 
exchanges listed YFI tokens, Yearn Finance’s governance participation 
rates diminished drastically. Both Yearn Finance and SushiSwap have 
higher governance participation rates than the cases that permit dele-
gation.4 In the majority of recent voting rounds, approximately 1%–2% 
of Yearn Finance’s and SushiSwap’s token-holders exercised their voting 
rights. Yearn Finance’s rate reached as high as 7% in one of the recent 
voting rounds. 

Aave, Compound, and Uniswap each permit delegation. In recent 
voting rounds, these cases’ participation rates are lower than 0.1% in the 
active scenario, and they are consistently lower than 0.5% in the passive 
scenario. Aave and Compound have the lowest participation rates in the 
active scenario; and in the passive scenario, Aave’s participation rates 
are the lowest by a substantial margin. As in the case of Yearn Finance 
and in the case of SushiSwap, Compound’s initial participation rates 
were high, then they soon declined. 

UMA’s governance participation rates are notable, since they are the 
third highest and the most consistent. Other cases’ rates exhibit signif-
icant fluctuations over time. UMA incentivises token-holders to exercise 
their voting rights by minting and distributing 0.05% of its token supply 
to wallet addresses that actually cast votes. It also offers gas rebates to 
cover the voting transaction costs. This effectively eliminates a draw-
back of on-chain voting. In spite of these incentives (and the fact that it 
ranks third among our cases), UMA’s participation rates are not high. 
They are usually around 0.5%. 

We were unable to include the MKR, SNX, and ZRX tokens during 
this stage of our analysis. In accordance with Maker’s Continuous 

Fig. 5. Levels of decentrality (when custodial exchanges and lending platforms are included). Higher values indicate higher levels of centrality.  

4 The current version of Yearn Finance allows token-holders to delegate their 
voting power via Snapshot, not via an Ethereum transaction. This type of 
delegation is outside the scope of our data collection. 
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Approval Voting model, voting rounds for improvement proposals 
remain open indefinitely. We decided to not compare participation data 
about Maker’s indefinite voting rounds with participation data about the 
other cases’ defined voting rounds. According to a pre-print by Sun et al. 
[113], the participation rates in Maker’s indefinite voting rounds are 
low. Most proposals attract votes from fewer than 60 wallet addresses 
(less than 0.04% of the total eligible wallet addresses). Only four pro-
posals attracted votes from more than 100 wallet addresses. Synthetix’s 
SNX tokens are excluded, because we could not retrieve participation 
data for all four Spartan Council elections that occurred during the 
analysis period. We could only collect data about the third and fourth 
proposals. These proposals attracted votes from no more than 356 wallet 
addresses (0.22% of the total eligible wallet addresses). As for 0x, we 
could not include the ZRX tokens, because 0x uses its own off-chain 

mechanism for voting rounds, from which we could not access data. 
According to 0x’s “Governance Update #1” [139], just 600 wallet ad-
dresses (0.17% of the total eligible wallet addresses) cast votes across a 
sum of 10 improvement proposals. 

5. Discussion 

Some findings are consistent across all nine cases; hence we can 
formulate a general definition of DeFi’s voting rights tokens. Established 
texts about concentrated governance power, bearer shares, and unregu-
lated markets account for portions of our findings; but the existing 
literature does not precisely account for the type of minority rule that is 
evidenced by our cases. 

Repeated points from blockchain literature about DeFi’s democratic 

Fig. 6. Levels of decentrality (when custodial exchanges and lending platforms are excluded). Higher values indicate higher levels of centrality.  

Fig. 7. Minimum number of addresses required to accumulate more than 50% of the active supply.  
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and inclusive governance are especially at odds with our findings. Hence 
we discuss DeFi’s token-holder governance as timocratic, not democratic. 
The discussion’s sceptical style is justified by a “rich data-driven in-
quiry” [114; pp. 271–273]. It satisfies recent calls from critical Infor-
mation Systems researchers for philosophical interventions [40,41]. 

5.1. Definition of voting rights tokens 

For all our cases, voting rights tokens are not backed by anything 
physical; therefore they are “digital assets” [70]. The tokens are not legal 
contracts, and the token-holders’ legal identities are not mandatorily 
registered. The tokens do not entitle the holders to a share of a registered 
company’s profits, and none of our cases’ DAOs are registered as limited 
liability companies [27]. 

For the four cases that permit delegation (for actual voting purposes), 
the cumulative number of trading events is much greater than the 
number of delegation events. We thus classify voting rights tokens as 
primarily tradable. We classify voting rights tokens secondarily as “usage- 
based” [70; p. 10], since only a small minority of token-holders actually 
use the tokens for something other than trading. For most cases in the 
final months of our analysis period, this minority is less than 1%. We 
classify voting rights tokens thirdly as “distributed”, in a weak sense, for 
even though token-holders are scattered across the globe, the token 
distributions exhibit low decentrality. The token distributions are in fact 
highly concentrated. In sum, we propose a three-part definition of voting 
rights tokens. Voting rights tokens are:  

1. Tradable crypto-assets without registered holders.  
2. “Usage-based” (but used only by a small minority).  
3. “Distributed” (but far from equi-distributed). 

Our first classification is corrective with respect to the intuitive 
assumption that voting rights tokens are primarily used for voting pur-
poses. Our second classification is qualified: voting rights tokens are 
potentially utilised (for something other than trading), but only a small 
minority of voting rights tokens are actually utilised. Our third classi-
fication is determinedly sceptical: voting rights tokens are indeed 
distributed, but their distributions are highly concentrated. These clas-
sifications are crucial to our anti-platitudinous theory of DeFi’s gover-
nance as a type of minority rule. 

5.2. Governance discussions from legal and political texts 

Since DeFi’s DAOs are non-liable and holders of tokenised voting 
rights are unregistered, analogies with corporate governance norms and 
registered shareholders’ voting rights are often distant [5,6]. A close 
analogy can be made, however, between unregistered token-holders’ 
voting rights and bearer shares that happen to attribute voting rights 
[115–118]. This is because they both attribute voting rights to whoever 
is the bearer – to whoever holds them – without requiring the disclosure 

of legal identity information. A proof of legal identity is not required 
when DeFi’s tokens are used to cast votes, just as it is not required when 
the tokens are sold on non-custodial exchanges like Uniswap and 
SushiSwap. If it were possible for global, unincorporated associations to 
issue bearer share certificates in a digital form, these certificates would 
closely resemble DeFi’s tokenised voting rights. 

Beyond bearer shares, corporate governance literature offers three 
distant analogies. First, the concentration of DeFi’s voting rights among 
developers and venture capitalists is roughly akin to “the decline of 
shareholder democracy and the normalisation of founder primacy”, 
exemplified by Snap, Inc. [119], or alternatively “the curious turn to-
ward board primacy” [120; p. 2071]. Second, the recognition that 
token-tradable voting rights are not democratically distributed is loosely 
relevant to governance theories that propose democratic alternatives to 
tradable voting shares [121]. Third, DeFi’s non-democratic governance 
can be placed in a context that includes controlled companies, which are 
governed by just one individual or legal entity. There are over 100 
controlled companies listed in the Standard & Poor’s Composite 1500 
index [122]. 

Seminal works by Vilfredo Pareto [123,124] and Alexis de Tocque-
ville [125] help situate DeFi’s governance in a modern political context. 
Pareto’s work [123,124] accounts for the emergence of innovative elites 
following a crisis that affects established elites. To borrow Pareto’s an-
imal imagery, DeFi’s innovative elites are foxes. They promote decen-
tralisation in a cunning and devious manner, in order to accumulate 
power and wealth without public displays of force. The traditional 
financial system’s elites are lions. They govern centralised institutions, 
they aim to conserve power, and they exercise force in public [126]. 
Pareto [124] held that minority rule is inevitable, since one class of elites 
follows another class of elites. Pareto’s notion of recycled elites com-
plements a maxim by Tocqueville [125]: after power is dissolved and 
decentralised, it is reassembled and re-centralised. As Tocqueville 
stated, “all authorities by nature lean towards unity”; hence, if power is 
decentralised, “it automatically hurtles towards centralisation”. These 
seminal texts prompted us to specify DeFi’s type of minority rule. 

5.3. Philosophical intervention: DeFi’s minority rule is timocratic 

All nine DeFi cases exhibited concentrated voting power, which 
became more concentrated over time rather than less concentrated; and 
for most cases in the final months of our analysis period, fewer than 1% 
of eligible token-holders participated in governance proceedings. We 
deduce that minority rule is the probable consequence of tradable voting 
rights, ineffectual fair launch distribution strategies, and no applicable 
anti-monopoly or anti-concentration laws. A sceptical-empirical dis-
cussion of DeFi’s minority rule is therefore appropriate; and, following 
platitudes about the democratic, inclusive, or empowering nature of 
DeFi and DAOs (see Refs. [7–9,46,127]), it is desirable as well. 

On 7 December 2021, the founder of Yearn Finance, Andre Cronje, 
wrote, “Time to retire ‘decentralised finance’. We aren’t decentralised”. 

Fig. 8. Governance participation rates. Each point corresponds to an improvement proposal’s voting round.  
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This is due to an “old guard” of DeFi insiders [128]. A few days prior, the 
crypto-asset researcher Ryan Selkis [129; p. 153] named “benevolent 
dictators”, “coin voting” (voting rights tokens), “voter apathy”, and 
oligarchic “collusion” as likely problems for DAOs in the year 2022. On 7 
October 2021, the founder of Synthetix, Kain Warwick, identified 
“plutocracy” as a risk to DeFi. In Warwick’s opinion, DeFi’s current 
governance options are “not very generalisable” and “pretty terrible” 
[130]. This includes ineffectual fair launches. Brekke et al. [4], likewise, 
acknowledged claims that tokenised voting rights lead to “plutocracy” 
and “governing by the wealthy”. Plutocratic is a plausible term for DeFi’s 
governance; but in response to our findings, we instead claim that DeFi’s 
governance is timocratic. This reflects the fact that DeFi’s elites are not 
simply wealthy; they are sometimes “shadowy” and unidentified as well. 

Timocracy is a type of stakeholder governance that dates back to the 
Solonian Constitution from the sixth century BC. It involves both pro-
ducers (developers) and property owners (token-holders) that pursue a 
mixture of particular interests and common interests. Timocracy’s main 
risk is effectively the same as the risk identified by Warwick [131,132]: 
if a timocracy degenerates, then it becomes an oligarchy (or a 
plutocracy). 

As discussed in Plato’s Republic [42; 545a–550c], a timocracy is a 
conflicted mix of community-oriented virtues and private wealth accu-
mulation. Timocracy’s emblematic rulers hide their wealth in “trea-
suries and strongrooms”, which implies that timocratic power is crypto- 
(‘concealed or secret’). “Victory and honour”, in a timocratic regime, are 
obtained via calculated risks and courageous conquests, not via 
harmonious rationality or dialectical reason. Timocratic rulers accu-
mulate wealth in subtle ways that are odds with the commons, and they 
“run away from the law like children running away from their father” 
[42]. Socrates’ contemporary Sparta is an example of a timocratic 
regime, and it enjoys an eponymous relationship with Synthetix’s 
Spartan Council. Incidentally, Lycurgus of Sparta first implemented a 
separated powers model, which Synthetix and Yearn Finance later 
adopted [133]. 

A timocracy degenerates into an oligarchy when its constitution is 
rewritten to explicitly reserve power for the wealthy, and when con-
tracts are created to purposefully exacerbate the division between a 
wealthy class and a poor class [42]. Although our nine DeFi cases are 
tacitly governed by wealthy, above-average token-holders (whales), 
average and below-average token-holders (minnows) are allowed to 
participate in the governance procedures. The minnows’ participation is 
not as effective as the whales’ participation; but it is not strictly pre-
cluded. Furthermore, developments like Synthetix’s quadratic voting 
are intended to stop the inequality gap from widening. 

To reiterate, DeFi’s governance is timocratic. DeFi’s timocratic rulers 
– the unregistered, above-average token-holders – accumulate more 
power over time by purchasing even more tokens. The concentration of 
power is gradual, subtle, and putatively neutral, because crypto-asset 
marketplaces are open to all [52]. DeFi’s timocratic governance could 
degenerate and become oligarchic if above-average token-holders vote 
for so-called improvement proposals that significantly diminish the 
power of average and below-average token-holders, or if they vote for 
changes that make it more difficult for newcomers to acquire and ex-
ercise voting rights [42; 550d–551b]. Such actions would further 
strengthen the “old guard”. 

6. Summary and outlook 

The governance of DeFi projects by DAOs is putatively democratic 
and inclusive (see Refs. [7–9,127]). DAOs are global, unincorporated 
associations – euphemistically referred to as online communities – with 
unregistered token-holders. When we examined both the distribution 
and exercise of tokenised voting rights, issued by nine DeFi projects, we 
discovered the following:  

1. DeFi’s tokenised voting rights are highly concentrated.  

2. A very small portion of DeFi’s token-holders exercise their voting 
rights.  

3. DeFi’s voting rights tokens let holders decide whether or not to 
implement a contingent array of improvement proposals. 

These points directly answer our three research questions. 

6.1. Theoretical contribution 

A philosophical intervention is required to dispel spurious, platitu-
dinous notions of “democracy” and to precisely account for DeFi’s type 
of minority rule. We drew on Plato’s Republic [42; 545a–550c] and 
argued that DeFi’s minority rule is timocratic. We also played on the 
association between Synthetix’s Spartan Council and the timocratic 
governance model implemented by Lycurgus of Sparta. 

6.2. Limitations and future research topics 

Our study bears two notable limitations. First, the selected cases can 
change by the day. This is especially true for the projects’ documenta-
tion [129]; hence the validity of our qualitative data is limited to the 
period of extraction. Our findings are potentially undermined by any 
community-formulated improvement proposals that were implemented 
after this article’s initial submission date. Synthetix’s governance 
structures in 2023, for example, differ substantially from the governance 
structures that we examined in 2020 and 2021. Simply put, our findings 
are context-specific. Second, the metrics we used to assess decentrality 
are imperfect, and different metrics can yield different outcomes. Hence 
we employed a variety of metrics from different categories. We are 
reasonably confident that our measured outcomes reflect reality. 

DeFi’s governance is a “shadowy” and fascinating research topic that 
is likely to become more complicated in future. Already, DAOs can 
optionally register as unincorporated non-profit associations [134], 
limited liability companies in States like Wyoming [27], or non-grantor 
purpose trusts in the jurisdiction of Guernsey [135]. From 2024 on-
wards, a DAO can be recognised by the State of Utah as a juridical person 
that is distinct from a limited liability company [136] – a “LLD” for 
short, not a “LLC”. There are also options to “wrap” less exotic legal 
forms around the operations of DAOs [137]. We believe that DeFi offers 
multiple avenues for future research and theory development. 

6.3. Coda 

DeFi is both decentralised and centralised. It is de-centralised, in a 
stereotypical sense, if its governing bodies are non-liable, the holders of 
its voting rights are un-registered, its distributed ledgers are non-local-
isable and un-incorporated, its assets are not custodied, and its ex-
changes are un-regulated. At the same time, DeFi is politically 
centralised, because its governance is timocratic. 
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Appendices. 

Appendix A. Gini coefficient compared to the NSE 

Even though the Gini coefficient and the NSE can be used to evaluate the same attribute, there are important differences between the two measures. 
Unlike the NSE, the Gini coefficient takes into consideration the ranks of the data points in a distribution. This can be seen in Figure A.9: according to 
the Gini, distribution (2) has lower inequality than distributions (1) and (3); whereas according to the NSE, the three distributions are effectively the 
same. The Gini produces a different result, because the three data points on distribution (2) have the same rank. It is important to highlight that this is 
not indicative of the Gini coefficient’s poor performance, as both interpretations of inequality can be valid depending on the situation.

Fig. A.9. The values of the Gini coefficient and NSE for three different distributions.  

Appendix B. Gini coefficient’s behaviour with many little-funded addresses 

For X ≡ Xϵ(0) = (x1, x2,…, xN) representing a distribution of holdings where 0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ … ≤ xN ≤ 1 and 
∑N

i=1
xi = 1, the Gini coefficient G ≡ Gϵ(0) ≡

G(Xϵ(0) ) can by expressed by [138]. 

G =

2
∑N

i=1
ixi

N
−

N + 1
N

⇒ 2
∑N

i=1
ixi = NG + N + 1. (B.1) 

Let us define a modified distribution by adding a single address that holds tokens corresponding to an ϵ(1) share of the new total supply (old supply 
+ tokens of the new address), which is not greater than the shares held by any of the previously existing addresses after redistribution: 

Xϵ(1)
i :=

{
ϵ(1), i = 1

xi− 1 − ϵ(1)i− 1 = Xϵ(0)
i− 1 − ϵ(1)i− 1, 2 ≤ i ≤ N + 1,

where 
∑N

i=1
ϵ(1)i = ϵ(1), ϵ(1) ≤ x1 − ϵ(1)1 , and xi− 1 − ϵ(1)i− 1 ≤ xi − ϵ(1)i for all i ∈ {2, …, N}. Then Xϵ(1) also satisfies the conditions required for (B.1) to hold, 

and 

2
∑N+1

i=1
iXϵ(1)

i = 2
∑N

i=1
(i+ 1)(xi − ϵ(1)i ) + 2ϵ(1) = 2

∑N

i=1
iXi + 2 − 2

∑N

i=1
iϵ(1)i = NG + N + 3 − 2

∑N

i=1
iϵ(1)i .

Let 

D1 := Gϵ(1) − Gϵ(0) = Gϵ(1) − G =

2
∑N+1

i=1
iXϵ(1)

i

N + 1
−

N + 2
N + 1

− G =

2
∑N+1

i=1
iXϵ(1)

i − N − 2 − NG − G

N + 1
=

1 − 2
∑N

i=1
iϵ(1)i − G

N + 1  

and define inductively Xϵ(k) by adding an address with holdings ϵ(k) to the distribution described by Xϵ(k) and Dk := Gϵ(k) − G = G(Xϵ(k) ) − G. It follows 
that 

Dk = Gϵ(k) − G =
∑k

j=1

1 − 2
∑N+j− 1

i=1
iϵ(j)i − Gϵ(j− 1)

N + j
, Gϵ(j) =

1 − 2
∑N+j− 1

i=1
iϵ(j)i + (N + j − 1)Gϵ(j− 1)

N + j
.

We also have 
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Xϵ(j)
i =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ϵ(j− i+1) −
∑i− 1

m=1
ϵ(j− m+1)

i− m , i ≤ j

xi− j −
∑j

m=1
ϵ(j− m+1)

i− m , i ≥ j + 1.

For our multiple-case study, we exclude the addresses that hold token balances valued at less than $1, and we subtract the balances of these 
excluded addresses from the total supply. Consequently, in our special case, ϵ(1)i = xiϵ(1) and 

0 ≤ ϵ(j)i = Xϵ(j− 1)

i ϵ(j) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(

ϵ(j− i) −
∑i− 1

m=1
ϵ(j− m)

i− m

)

ϵ(j), i ≤ j − 1

(

xi− j+1 −
∑j− 1

m=1
ϵ(j− m)

i− m

)

ϵ(j), i ≥ j

≤

{
ϵ(j− 1)ϵ(j), i ≤ j − 1
xi− j+1ϵ(j), i ≥ j.

We want to prove that Gϵ(j) ≥ Gϵ(0) for all j, which is equivalent to Dj ≥ 0 for all these j. Indeed, 

2
∑N+j− 1

i=1
iϵ(j)i ≤ 2

∑j− 1

i=1
iϵ(j− 1)ϵ(j) + 2

∑N

i=1
(i+ j − 1)Xiϵ(j) ≤ ϵ(j− 1)ϵ(j)(j − 1)j + ϵ(j)(NG+N + 2j − 1)

and 

Gϵ(j) =

1 − 2
∑N+j− 1

i=1
iϵ(j)i + (N + j − 1)Gϵ(j− 1)

N + j
≤

NG + j
N + j

.

Finally 

Dk =
∑k

j=1

1 − ϵ(j− 1)ϵ(j)(j − 1)j − ϵ(j)(NG + N + 2j − 1) − Gϵ(j− 1)

N + j
≥

k − ϵ(1)ϵ(2)(k− 1)k(k+1)
3 − kϵ(1)(NG + N + k) −

∑k

j=1
Gϵ(j− 1)

N + k
.

Since Dk ≥ 0, 

k − kϵ(1)
(

ϵ(2)
(k2 − 1)

3
+ NG + N + k

)

−
∑k

j=1

NG + j − 1
N + j − 1

≥ 0 ⇒
k −

∑k

j=1

NG+j− 1
N+j− 1

k
(

ϵ(2)(k
2 − 1)
3 + NG + N + k

) ≥ ϵ(1).

The case of Uniswap on 15 August 2021 presents the worst case scenario for this boundary, with N = 227,946, k = 34,934, G = 0.99184 and ϵ(2) =

6.42 ⋅ 10− 11. This results in an upper bound for ϵ(1) of 1.55 ⋅ 10− 8, which is greater than the largest ϵ(1). The largest ϵ(1) is of scale 10− 9. It was recorded 
for SushiSwap. After excluding all the addresses that hold less than $1 worth of tokens, the Gini coefficient decreases in every case. This justifies our 
claim from Section 3.2, in which we argued that our analysis yields an upper boundary with respect to decentrality. Furthermore, 

Dk

G
=

Gϵ(k) − G
G

≤

NG+k
N+k − G

G
=

k(1 − G)

G(N + k)
= 0.09305  

for G = 0.58816, which is the lowest value recorded for the ZRX distribution. Consequently, the Gini coefficient would increase by at most 9.305% if 
we included these addresses in our analysis. 

With similar arguments, one can prove that 1 − NSE increases when addresses with low-value holdings are added. This is also apparent from a 
continuity argument. When adding an address with 0 holdings, NSE is divided through log(N+1)

log(N)
> 1 (for NSE = 0, δi0 the case is even simpler) and hence 

1 − NSE increases; so by continuity of 1 − NSE, there is a threshold such that for adding holdings smaller than the threshold, 1 − NSE will increase. 
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